2016 REPUBLICAN PLATFORM
Will Address LGBT Marxism

July 11, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

Newsmax.com posted an article titled, “NY Times: Trump, Jenner Speak Ahead of Transgender Platform Debate.” The first four paragraphs said:

“Donald Trump, juggling concerns of social conservatives and moderates about same-sex marriage and transgender rights, reportedly spoke with Caitlyn Jenner ahead of Monday’s debate on the Republican Party’s platform.

The New York Times reports the “supportive” call from the former Olympic decathlete came just a few days after the presumptive presidential nominee met with hundreds of religious conservatives in New York City.

The Times notes GOP convention delegates are expected to have a contentious debate Monday on whether to adopt a provision defending laws banning transgender men and women from using the public restroom of their choice.

About half of all states are now suing the Obama administration’s directive to protect transgender students.”

Read full story here: http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/Trump-Jenner-transgender-GOP/2016/07/10/id/737968/#ixzz4E6t2hqKC

The American Resistance Party states that the Marxist Republican Party has fallen prey to the same trap that the Marxist Democrat Party has embraced. Soetoro (and the Marxist Supreme Court) has declared that there is a CONSTITUTIONAL right to be gay, or lesbian, or transgender. But no such “right” can be found anywhere in the founding document. Instead, the Marxist leaders wish to ignore the Constitution and pretend they have liberal rights that they cannot back up with constitutional power. Romney’s 2012 Republican Platform spoke little on refuting LGBT Marxism! Trump’s 2016 Platform will be just as wishy-washy!
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